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An almost Anti-Windup scheme for plants with magnitude, rate and
curvature saturation
Fulvio Forni, Sergio Galeani, Luca Zaccarian
Abstract— We address the anti-windup augmentation prob-
lem for plants with saturations on the magnitude, rate and
curvature of the control input. To this aim, given an uncon-
strained closed-loop, we generate a slightly modified strictly
proper controller for which the derivatives of the control signal
are available and we solve the anti-windup problem for this
modified control scheme (namely, an almost anti-windup for
the original closed-loop). Based on this “almost” approach, we
revisit an existing Model Recovery anti-windup solution for rate
and magnitude saturated plants and then we extend the results
to the case of rate, magnitude and curvature saturation, by
providing a Model Recovery solution to this additional problem.
Several examples are used to illustrate the peculiarities and the
effectiveness of the proposed solutions.
I. INTRODUCTION
Plant input saturation in otherwise linear control systems
has been long studied since the 1950’s. In particular the so-
called anti-windup approach arose in those early years as
a possible response to the need of not sacrificing the small
signal behavior to obtain a satisfactory large signal behavior
[15]. An important peculiarity of the saturation phenomenon
is that for small enough signals its effects are invisible,
so if that is the only nonlinearity in an otherwise linear
control scheme, small signal responses are fully linear and
controllers can be conveniently designed using linear tools
to guarantee desirable and well characterized performance
properties of the closed-loop. Inevitably, those performance
guarantees will only be valid for signals small enough to not
activate the saturation effects, therefore it is natural to seek
for control modifications that leave that small signal behav-
ior unchanged and induce modifications to the closed-loop
aimed at guaranteeing stability and/or performance of the
nonlinear closed-loop arising when looking at medium/large
signal responses.
Several different anti-windup approaches have been pro-
posed already since the 1960’s [6], initially with a very
industrially oriented flavor and later on with a more for-
mal analysis and synthesis approach relying on linear and
nonlinear tools (see [14] for a survey of some early anti-
windup methods and [21], [10] for a recent survey and a
recent tutorial on this topic). Among the many solutions
addressing anti-windup by relying on nonlinear tools, a
relevant one is the so-called Model Recovery Anti-Windup
paradigm, originally named “L2 anti-windup”, introduced
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in [23] and later characterized in several additional papers
where solutions were given to different control problems
using that architecutre (see, e.g., the recent papers [3], [11]
and references therein).
While the anti-windup approach has been historically
associated with magnitude only saturation, since the late
1990s quite a bit of attention has been devoted to extending
the available results to the case where the plant input is not
only subject to magnitude but also to rate saturation. This
context is especially relevant in a number of applications,
including flight control, control of Tokamak plasmas with
superconducting coils and many others where the request
to the actuators is not allowed to change too fast (see,
e.g., [4], [5], [26], [18], [19]). Anti-windup approaches for
magnitude+rate saturated plants have been given in [27] and
[25] where a plant-order and a static compensation scheme,
respectively, are proposed and in [9] (further extended in [8]),
where a static solution is given. A non-constructive plant-
order solution to the problem was also given in [1], but key
stabilizing feedbacks need to be designed for the special plant
under consideration in that scheme. These feedbacks are not
always easy to determine. Finally, the so-called reference
governor (or command-governor) approaches which rely on
receding horizon optimal control ideas (see, e.g., [2], [12],
[20]) can be formulated by incorporating rate saturation
in the control design problem. Recently, in [7], we have
characterized two Model Recovery Anti-windup solutions for
plants with rate and magnitude saturations, building upon the
preliminary results of [22] (for the first approach) and [28]
(for the second one).
In this paper we tackle a generalized problem as compared
to the magniude and rate case by not only imposing that
the zero (magnitude) and first (rate) order time derivative
of the plant input needs to be bounded, but also imposing
that its second order derivative (that we call curvature) is
bounded by suitable constants. This requirement generalizes
the magnitude+rate saturation requirement in imposing a
plant control input that is very regular because it doesn’t
allow for spikes of any kind on the plant input after com-
pensation. While on one hand this requirement seems quite
natural as a generalization of the previous rate+magnitude
saturation context, its mathematical formalization requires
quite a bit of attention because special care has to be taken to
guarantee that none of the three constraints (on magnitude,
rate and curvature) are exceeded by the plant input at any
time, in addition to guaranteeing that whenever the controller
output remains within those limits, it is not modified by the
anti-windup solution. In particular, there are cases when the
controller output needs to be modified in anticipation of a
future saturation which will be unavoidable otherwise but is
not evident at the current time (see Remark 5 in Section IV).
The anti-windup architecture that we adopt to tackle the
magnitude+rate+curvature saturaiton problem requires the
availability of the first and second time derivatives of the con-
troller output. This parallels the solutions given in [7] where
the first time derivative was required. While in [7] strict
properness of the controller allowed for that requirement,
here it is unreasonable that the relative degree of the con-
troller is two and we discuss a possible approach to modify a
linear control system to induce an arbitrarily small change in
its transfer function and make those derivatives available in
the modified controller. A similar approach can be adopted
in the case of a nonlinear controller, whereas linearity of the
plant is a key property for our construction to apply. Then,
the scheme proposed to generate the modified controller can
also be used to address anti-windup for magnitude+rate only
saturation with nonstrictly proper controllers applying the
approach of [7] to the modified closed-loop system. In all
cases, the anti-windup problem that we address can be seen
as an “almost” anti-windup solution for the original control
system, indeed the modified closed-loop that we introduce
will be almost the same as the original one up to a certain
frequency of operation.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II we discuss
how to modify an unconstrained closed-loop to obtain in
explicit form N derivatives of the plant input. In Section III
we illustrate the almost anti-windup solution on plants with
rate and magnitude saturation and in Section IV we apply
it to plants with curvature, rate and magnitude saturation.
Several examples are given within the paper to illustrate the
proposed approaches.
II. MODIFIED CLOSED-LOOPS FOR ACHIEVING STRICTLY
PROPER CONTROLLERS
The purpose of this section (see Fig. 1) is to show how,
given a plant-controller pair (possibly, both non strictly
proper) and a positive integer N , it is possible to replace
the controller by a strictly proper one such that the original
and the modified closed loop are arbitrarily “close” to each
other (in a sense to be specified later), and moreover the
output of the modified controller is N times differentiable
and its N derivatives can be made available as additional
outputs of the modified controller.
A. The original closed loop W





where x ∈ Rn is the plant state, u ∈ Rm is the plant
control input, y ∈ Rq is the measurement output, z is the
performance output and d is a disturbance input.
Following the standard anti-windup approach, we assume
that a controller has been already designed for plant (1). We
make very few assumptions on the structure of the controller,
C¯, that can be described by the following linear dynamic
equations:
x˙c¯ = Ac¯xc¯ +Buc¯uc¯ +Brc¯r
yc¯ = Cc¯xc¯ +Duc¯uc¯ +Drc¯r
(2)
where xc¯ is the controller state, uc¯ is its measurement input
and r is an external reference signal.
To guarantee existence and uniqueness of solutions, we
assume that closed-loop between plant (1) and controller (2)
is well behaved in the absence of saturation, namely with
the following “unconstrained” interconnection:
uc¯ = y, u = yc¯. (3)
Assumption 1: The closed-loop betwen plant (1) and con-
troller (2) via the interconnection (3) is well posed and
asymptotically stable.
Note that Assumption 1 implies that plant (1) is stabilizable
from u. In the following, W will denote the original closed












Fig. 1. The original (upper block diagram) and the modified (lower block
diagram) closed loops.
B. The modified closed loop Wˆ .
In order to achieve the availability of the first N derivatives
of the controller output, we want to replace the original
controller C¯ by a new controller C which is essentially the
cascade of C¯ and a filter F (used to compute the approximate






















where τ > 0 is sufficiently small and the coefficients α0,
. . . , αN are obtained by writing p(s) = sN + αN−1sN−1 +
· · ·+α1s+α0 with p(s) = (s+τ−1)N ; it is easy to see that
as τ → 0, the output of F gets closer and closer to the input
of F and to its first N derivatives. While intuition suggests
that, provided that τ > 0 is sufficiently small, the modified
closed loop will remain stable and the closed loop response
with C¯ replaced by C will be arbitrarily close to the original
one, it will be shown that for our plan to work it is necessary











Fig. 2. The structure of the modified controller.
Let filter F be described by
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0 · · · 0 I]′ , (6b)
C0f = τ





−N [0 0 · · · 0 I] , (6d)
CNf = τ
−N [α0I α1I · · · αN−1I] , (6e)
DNf = τ
−NI (6f)
and define C by imposing the interconnection (see Fig. 2)
uf = yc¯, uc¯ = uc +Dyuyc¯ −Dyuy0f , yc = y0f . (7)
From (2), (5), (6) and (7) the controller C is described by




c = Cicxc, i = 1, . . . , N − 1,
y
(N)
c = CNcxc +DNucuc +DNrcr,
(8)
where y(i)c , i = 1, . . . , N is the i−th derivative of the
main controller output yc. We will denote by yc,d the vector
[y
(1)
c . . . y
(n)
c ]T . By defining M = (I −DyuDuc¯)−1 and





































The modified closed loop system Wˆ , with transfer matrix
Wˆ , is given by (1), (2) and (5) interconnected by (7) and
uc = y, u = yc; (12)
equivalently, Wˆ is given by (1), (8) interconnected by (12).
Looking at the definition of uc¯ in (7) (see also Fig. 2), it is
clear that C is not just the cascade of C¯ and F , but contains
two direct feedthrough terms Dyu acting with opposing
signs. The aim of such terms (which are absent if Dyu = 0,
i.e. if the plant has no direct feedthrough from u to y) can be
better understood looking at Fig. 3: essentially, the Dyu at
the output of F0 (the subsystem of F having transfer matrix
F0(s)) has the role of “removing” the direct feedthrough
term from P , so that F0 perceives that it is connected to a
strictly proper system. Then, the Dyu at the output of C¯ has
the role of guaranteeing that the original closed loop (before
the insertion of F0) is not modified. The motivation for this


















Fig. 3. Loop modification to ensure that F0 sees a strictly proper system.
Remark 1: Control folklore says that “introducing a suf-
ficiently small time constant in a stable closed loop does not
impair stability”. However, it may be useful to recall that
such a statement is true under the assumption that the closed
loop where the time constant is inserted does not contain an
algebraic loop [13, Sec. 4.7]; hence, our interest in ensuring
the condition Dyu = 0.
The following example can be useful in order to clarify
this point. Consider a static plant P with Dyu = 2 and a
static controller C with Duc¯ = 1, which constitute a well-
posed, stable closed loop. Introducing the filter F0(s) =
1
(1+τs)2 the closed loop poles are the roots of the polynomial
(1+ τs)2−2 = τ2s2+2τs−1, which has one positive root
for any choice of τ > 0. Though in the above example both
P and C are static, it is easy to produce similar examples
where either P or C (or both) have a nontrivial state.
Notice also that, if Dyu 6= 0, the folklore statement
can still hold, but the additional assumption that Dyu is
sufficiently small is needed (this fact can be proven, even
for nonlinear systems, by a straightforward modification of
the proof of [13, Proposition 4.7.2]). ◦
Remark 2: The stability part of the following proposition
can be generalized to nonlinear controllers. In particular, [13,
Proposition 4.7.2, Sec. 4.7] can be used to show that under
the assumption that Dyu = 0 and for sufficiently small τ >
0, the (local) asymptotic stability of the closed loop system
is preserved (and, in the linear case, this would be enough to
deduce also global exponential stability). The same proof can
be slightly modified to show that the same result still holds
provided that the feedthrough term (possibly depending on
x) is uniformly bounded by a sufficiently small constant.
On the other hand, generalizing the performance part of
the proposition is much less straightforward. ◦
The following Proposition 1 compares the closed loop
responses of W and Wˆ , by showing that it is always possible
to choose the filter F such that the difference ∆W :=
W − Wˆ between W and Wˆ is arbitrarily small up to an
arbitrary large frequency.
Proposition 1: Let Assumption 1 hold. For all ε > 0, ω¯ ∈
(0,+∞) there exists τ∗ > 0 such that if τ ∈ (0, τ∗) then
1) Wˆ is well posed and asymptotically stable;
2) σ¯(∆W (ω)) < ε, for all ω ∈ [0, ω¯):
3) moreover, σ¯(∆W (ω)) < ǫ for all ω ∈ [0,∞) if
















Fig. 4. Relation among Wˆ , Q, F0 and ∆; Wˆ reduces to W when ∆ = 0.
Proof: See Appendix I.
Remark 3: The calculations in the proof of the theorem
show that, in general, a mismatch will always be introduced
by filter F0; however, they also clarify that, due to the
relation (37) and the property expressed by (31), it is always
possible to guarantee that such degradation will be smaller
than an arbitray small amount up to an arbitrary high
frequency, provided that τ > 0 is chosen sufficiently small.
However, the same calculations show that, unless
Dzu[Drc DucDyd] = 0, the performance output will be
deteriorated by the presence of the filter at sufficiently
high frequencies, where ∆W (ω) ≈ Dzu[Drc DucDyd]
independently from the filter parameter τ . ◦
Remark 4: In this paper we select the filter F in (4) in
such a way that F0 (the upper block) has relative degree
N , so that the output derivatives up to order N can be
computed. We also make the most natural selection for the
filter dynamics. However, many alternative choices could be
made for the dynamics in F . One such example which is
quite relevant is the so-called high-gain estimator (see, e.g.,
[17], [24] where this observer is used to estimate the joint
speed in industrial robots). ◦
Example 1: Consider the example in [16], consisting in
an exponentially stable plant controlled by an integral action
plus stabilizer. For this example, the modified closed loop



















and the filter F has transfer function
F0(s) =
1
τ2s2 + 2τs+ 1
(15)
Figure 5 summarizes the differences among the modified
closed loop system, for several values of τ , and the original
closed loop system. Although the step responses of the
modified closed loop system are quite similar to the step
response of the original closed loop system, Bode diagrams
of figure 5 characterize the differences between them. ◦














































Fig. 5. Example 1: step response and bode diagrams of the original closed
loop and of the modified closed loop, for several τ .
III. ALMOST ANTI-WINDUP WITH MAGNITUDE AND RATE
SATURATION
We address in this section the problems arising when
wanting to ensure that the plant input u never exceeds
some prescribed magnitude bounds M = (M1, . . . ,Mm)
and rate bounds R = (R1, . . . , Rm). In other words the
control specification is that the plant input u is differentiable
almost everywhere and that its value is bounded between
±M (componentwise) while its derivative (which is defined
almost everywhere) is limited between ±R (component-
wise). To simplify the exposition, define satM (·) as the
decentralized symmetric saturation function with bounds
±M and satR(·) as the decentralized symmetric saturation
function with bounds ±R.
In [7], two model recovery anti-windup solutions have
been proposed for this problem.
We revisit here the second solution presented there, which
assumed the availability of the controller output derivative
and consisted in the insertion of a filter consisting in a copy
of the plant plus nu extra states. In [7] that solution was
given for strictly proper controllers so that the derivative of
the controller output was available in explicit form. With the
modified closed-loop of Section II, this is always possible.
In particular, to tackle the rate+magnitude saturation case we
use a second order filter in (5), so that its two outputs yc(t)
and y(1)c (t) correspond to the modified controller output and
its derivative, respectively, at time t. Then the anti-windup
solution consists in augmenting the modified plant-controller
pair (1), (8) with the following filter:




yaw = Cyxaw +Dyu(u− yc)
zaw = Czxaw +Dzu(u− yc),
(16)
where v1 is a stabilizing signal further discussed below and
where the following interconnection is used:
uc = y − yaw, u = satM (δ0). (17)
A block diagram representation of the corresponding anti-
windup solution (1), (8), (16), (17) is represented in Figure 6





















Fig. 6. Model recovery anti-windup with rate and magnitude saturation.
When interconnecting the anti-windup compensator (16),
(17) to the modified plant-controller pair (1), (8), the closed-
loop appears into a useful cascade form which can be
appreciated in the coordinates (xℓ, xc, xaw, δaw) := (x −
xaw, xc, xaw, δ0 − yc). In particular, if one makes the fol-







after some derivations, the following structure is obtained:

x˙ℓ = Axℓ +Buyc +Bdd
yℓ = Cyxℓ +Dyuyc +Dydd
zℓ = Czxℓ +Dzuyc +Dzdd
x˙c = Acxc +Bucuc +Brcr














zaw = Czxaw +Dzu(satM (δaw + yc)− yc),
(19b)
1The selection (18) is linear for simplicity of exposition but in general
nonlinear selections could lead to improved stability regions and/or perfor-
mance.
where yℓ = y − yaw and where zaw = z − zℓ quantifies
the mismatch between the actual performance output z of
the anti-windup closed-loop system (1), (8), (16), (17) and
the desirable performance output of the modified closed-loop
system (1), (8), (12), which has been shown in the previous
section to be close (in a suitable sense) to the performance
output of the original closed-loop (1), (2), (3).
For the anti-windup closed-loop (1), (8), (16), (17), based
on the results in [7] and on the change of coordinates in (19),
it possible to prove the following statement, which illustrates
the desirable properties induced by the anti-windup solution.
Theorem 1: Given the anti-windup closed-loop (1), (8),
(16), (17), if xaw(0) = 0 and δ0(0) = yc(0), then the plant
input u never exceeds the rate and magnitude saturation
bounds. Moreover, if the selection (18) of the signal v1
guarantees local (respectively, global) asymptotic stability of
the subsystem (19b), then the following holds:
1) Given any response of the modified closed-loop (1),
(8), (12) such that yc(t) = satM (yc(t)) and y(1)c (t) =
satR(y
(1)
c (t)) for all t, then z(t) − zℓ(t) = 0, for all
t, namely the response of the anti-windup closed-loop
coincides with the response of the modified closed-
loop;
2) The origin of the anti-windup closed-loop is locally
(respectively, globally) asymptotically stable.
Proof: Since u = satM (δ0) and δ˙0 = satR(y(1)c + v1),
then the magnitude and rate bounds are never exceeded by
u. Item 1 follows from the fact that if xaw(0) = 0 and
δaw(0) = δ0(0)− yc(0) = 0, whenever yc(t) = satM (yc(t))
and y(1)c (t) = satR(y(1)c (t)) for all t, the second subsystem
(19b), whose origin is stable by assumption, stays at zero.
Therefore its output zaw, which coincides with z − zℓ is
identically zero. As for item 2, this trivially follows from
the cascade representation (19), forward completeness and
the stabilizing assumption on v1.
Note that not much is conveyed by Theorem 1 about the
domain of attraction of the system in the case when v1 only
locally stabilizes the dynamics (19b). A qualitative statement
is that the larger the stability region of (19b), the larger
references and disturbances will still ensure convergence of
the anti-windup closed-loop. In [7] some recipes for the
design of Kaw in (18) were given, in addition to additional
L2 properties of this scheme. In this paper, in light of the
generalization carried out in the next section, we focus on
the different aspects listed in Theorem 1 and we rely on the




















induces local asymptotic stability of (19b). Indeed (20)
corresponds to (19b) when yc, y(1)c and v1 are sufficiently
small not to activate the saturation nonlineatities. Based
on the above result, in our examples we will use LQR
gains for v1 designed based on the linear dynamics (20).
Nevertheless different selections for Kaw in (18), and of
v1 in general, aimed at inducing large stability regions and
extreme performance from a nonlinear viewpoint in (19b)
constitute a very interesting problem to tackle and we regard
it as future work.
In [7, Remark 5], a fix with no guarantees of effectiveness
was given to address the case where the controller was not
strictly proper. In this fix, for which no stability guarantees
were given, the control output was approximately differenti-
ated by a filter of the type s1+τs , with a sufficiently small τ .
In light of the discussion of the previous section, this fix can
be inapplicable if there is an algebraic loop between plant and
controller, while an effective solution can be always obtained
by constructing the modified closed-loop of Section II-B. In
the following example, the anti-windup solution discussed
here is illustrated on the same case study used in [7].
Example 2: The short-period longitudinal dynamics of the
VISTA/MATV F-16 at Mach 0.2 and altitude 10000 feet
(corresponding to a dynamic pressure value of 40.8 psf ) at
a trim angle of attack of 28 degrees is described locally by
a second order plant as in (1) with two states corresponding
to the angle of attack and the pitch rate, respectively, and
two inputs corresponding to the deviations of the elevator
deflection and of the pitch thrust vectoring from the trim
condition (see [22] for details). As in [22], the controller
is nonlinear and corresponds to a daisy chained allocation
of the inputs, driven by a reference signal for the angle of
attack. The same example study was used in [7] to illustrate
the proposed approach.





























Fig. 7. Example 2: step response of the modified closed loop with
antiwindup for several different rate bounds. M = [0.3665, 0.8727].
We design the anti-windup compensator by following the
approach of the previous sections, with v1 as in (18) and
where Kaw is an LQR gain for (20) determined using











, so that the real part of the eigenvalues of
the closed loop system is forced to be less than −1:
Kaw =
[
5.1285 4.5779 −5.9211 −2.2466
7.1367 6.4045 −2.2466 −7.4624
]
Figure 7 shows the step responses of the anti-windup closed-
loop for several different rate bounds. ◦
IV. ALMOST ANTI-WINDUP WITH MAGNITUDE, RATE
AND CURVATURE SATURATION
In this section, the solution given in Section III for the case
with magnitude and rate is extended to the more general
problem arising when in addition to requiring plant inputs
that are bounded in magnitude and rate by, respectively,
±M and ±R, boundedness of their curvature by another
set of bounds C = (C1, . . . , Cm) is also required. More
specifically, the requirement on the plant input is extended
here to the fact that the plant input is twice differentiable
almost everywhere and that its value is between ±M , its
first derivative is between ±R and its second derivative is
between ±C at all times. Similar to the previous section
define satC(·) as the decentralized symmetric saturation with
bounds ±C.
Generalizing the approach of Section III for
rate+magnitude saturation, we start from an original
closed-loop system (1), (2), (3) and construct the modified
closed-loop system (1), (8), (12), where the filter F is
selected with two internal states so that, in addition to
the controller output yc, its first derivative y(1)c and its
second derivative y(2)c are also available at the output of the
controller (8). Then the following anti-windup compensator
is designed to augment the modified plant-controller pair
(1), (8)
x˙aw = Axaw +Bu(u− yc) (21a)
δ˙1 = satC(y
(2)





yaw = Cyxaw +Dyu(u− yc) (21d)
zaw = Czxaw +Dzu(u− yc), (21e)
where, given α, α ∈ Rm, the function satαα(·) in (21c)
denotes the non-symmetric decentralized saturation function
with upper componentwise bounds α, and lower component-
wise bounds α, and, given s = [s1 . . . sm]T , the bounds R(·)










































The antiwindup compensator (21) is interconnected to the
modified closed loop as follows:
uc = y − yaw, u = δ0. (23)
Once again, the signal v1 in (21) is a stabilizing signal
to be defined later. A block diagram representation of this
anti-windup solution is represented in Figure 8.




























Fig. 8. Model recovery anti-windup with curvature, rate and magnitude
saturation.
(23) to the modified plant-controller pair (1), (8), the closed-
loop appears again into a useful cascade form, paral-
lel to (19), which can be appreciated in the coordinates
(xℓ, xc, xaw, δaw,0, δaw,1) := (x−xaw, xc, xaw, δ0−yc, δ1−
y
(1)
c ). In particular, if one makes the following linear selec-
tion 2 of v1:
v1 = Kaw





after some derivations, the following structure is obtained:

x˙ℓ = Axℓ +Buyc +Bdd
yℓ = Cyxℓ +Dyuyc +Dydd
zℓ = Czxℓ +Dzuyc +Dzdd
x˙c = Acxc +Bucuc +Brcr

























zaw = Czxaw +Dzuδaw,0
(25b)
where yℓ = y − yaw and where zaw = z − zℓ quantifies
the mismatch between the actual performance output z of
the anti-windup closed-loop system (1), (8), (21), (23) and
the desirable performance output of the modified closed-loop
system (1), (8), (12), which has been shown in the previous
section to be close (in a suitable sense) to the performance
output of the original closed-loop (1), (2), (3).
For the anti-windup closed-loop (1), (8), (21), (23), based
on the change of coordinates in (25), it possible to prove the
following statement, which illustrates the desirable properties
induced by the anti-windup solution, and generalizes the
results in Theorem 1.
Theorem 2: Given the anti-windup closed-loop (1), (8),
(21), (23), if δ0(0) ∈ [−M,M ] then the plant input u never
exceeds the curvature, rate and magnitude saturation bounds.
Moreover, if δ0(0) = satM (yc(0)), δ1(0) = satR(y(1)c (0)),
xaw(0) = 0 and if the selection (18) of the signal v1
guarantees local (respectively, global) asymptotic stability of
the subsystem (19b), then the following holds:
2The selection (24) is linear for simplicity of exposition but in general
nonlinear selections could lead to improved stability regions and/or perfor-
mance.
1) Given any response of the modified closed-loop (1),
(8), (12) such that yc(t) = satM (yc(t)) and y(1)c (t) =
satR(y
(1)
c (t)) and y(2)c (t) = satC(y(2)c (t)) for all t,
then z(t) − zℓ(t) = 0, for all t, namely the response
of the anti-windup closed-loop coincides with the
response of the modified closed-loop;
2) The origin of the anti-windup closed-loop is locally
(respectively, globally) asymptotically stable.
Proof: See Appendix II.
Remark 5: A key step in the proof of Theorem 2 consists
in showing that a signal yc respecting all the magnitude,
rate and curvature bounds at all times must actually respect
stricter bounds on the rate, which are magnitude dependent
and correspond to (22). Hence, in order to solve the prob-
lem with curvature bounds, sometimes it is necessary to
perform an anticipatory action and to modify the controller
output when it is still strictly inside all the three limits
(on magnitude, rate and curvature), because otherwise a
violation would inevitably occur at future times. This feature
is radically different from what is found in the cases with
just magnitude and/or rate constraints. Note also that if
Ri > 2
√
MiCi for some i, then the min and max functions
in (22) will always return the second argument, namely the
rate constraint will never be active. ◦
Paralleling the discussion after Theorem 1, note that any
























induces local asymptotic stability of (25b). Indeed (26) cor-
responds to (25b) when yc, y(1)c , y(2)c and v1 are sufficiently
small not to activate the saturation nonlinearities. Based
on the above result, in our examples we will use LQR
gains for v1 designed based on the linear dynamics (26).
Nevertheless different selections for Kaw in (24), and of
v1 in general, aimed at inducing large stability regions and
extreme performance from a nonlinear viewpoint in (25b)
constitute an open research problem.
Example 3: Let us consider the plant in example 2 with
some curvature bounds on both inputs. We design the anti-
windup compensator by following the approach of the pre-
vious sections, with v1 as in (24) and where Kaw is an LQR




















the real part of the eigenvalues of the closed loop system is
forced to be less than −1:
Kaw =
[
7.069 9.775 −19.696 −13.333 −7.872 −1.781
9.859 13.673 −13.320 −28.852 −1.781 −9.095
]
Figure 9 shows the step responses of the anti-windup closed-
loop for several different curvature bounds. Figure 10 shows
a comparison among the responses of the (i) unconstrained
(ii) magnitude and rate anti-windup and (iii) magnitude, rate
and curvature anti-windup closed loop systems. ◦



























Fig. 9. Example 3: step response of the modified closed loop with
antiwindup for several different curvature bounds. M = [0.3665, 0.8727],
R = [0.2967, 0.7854].












Bounds on magnitude and rate
Bounds on magnitude, rate and curvature
















Fig. 10. Example 3: Response to the same reference of (i) uncon-
strained (ii) magnitude and rate anti-windup and (iii) magnitude, rate
and curvature anti-windup closed loop systems. M = [0.3665, 0.8727],
R = [0.2967, 0.7854], C = [0.5236, 0.8727].
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APPENDIX I
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 1.
Before proving the three items in the theorem, some
preliminary definitions and calculations are needed.
First, consider the systems P˜ and C˜ obtained from P and
C¯ as shown by Fig. 4; the state space descriptions of P˜ and C˜
are given by matrices having the tilded version of the names
of the corresponding matrices of P and C¯ (e.g. D˜yu and
Duc˜ in place of Dyu and Duc¯). Note that C˜ is well-posed
(though it may contain an algebraic loop, is is well defined
since (I − DyuDuc¯) is invertible by Assumption 1) and P˜
is strictly proper (since D˜yu = Dyu −Dyu = 0).













where P˜(s) has inputs [d′ u′]′ and outputs [z′ y′]′, whereas
C˜(s) has inputs [r′ u′c]′ and output yc. Define
M(s) := (I − C˜uc˜(s)P˜yu(s))−1, (28a)
δ(s) := (1 + τs)−N − 1, (28b)
∆(s) := F0(s)− I = δ(s)I, (28c)
and consider Fig. 4. Note that Wˆ reduces toW for∆(s) = 0.
Considering the connection in Fig. 4, it follows that
u = µ+ yc˜ = µ+ C˜rc˜r + C˜uc˜y
= µ+ C˜rc˜r + C˜uc˜(P˜ydd+ P˜yuu)
= µ+ C˜rc˜r + C˜uc˜P˜ydd+ C˜uc˜P˜yuu,
and then
u = (I − C˜uc˜P˜yu)−1(C˜uc˜P˜ydd+ C˜rc˜r + µ)
=M(C˜uc˜P˜ydd+ C˜rc˜r + µ).
Expressing yc˜ and z in terms of u, it is easy to find that
z = P˜zdd+ P˜zuu
= P˜zdd+ P˜zuMC˜uc˜P˜ydd+ P˜zuMC˜rc˜r + P˜zuMµ
= P˜zuMC˜rc˜r + (P˜zd + P˜zuMC˜uc˜P˜yd)d+ P˜zuMµ,
yc˜ = u− µ
=MC˜rc˜r +MC˜uc˜P˜ydd+MC˜uc˜P˜yuµ,
Letting µ =∆yc˜, the relation between the exogenous signal
η = [r′ d′]′ and the performance output z is given by














As a last preliminary, note that by (28b) and (28c)
σ¯(∆(ω)) = |δ(ω)|, ∀ω ∈ [0,+∞), (30)
As for ∆(s) = ((1 + τs)−N − 1)I = δ(s)I , it follows that
σ¯(∆(ω)) = |δ(ω)| where |δ(ω)| is strictly increasing in
ω and strictly decreasing to 0 in τ for each fixed ω, so that
∀εa > 0,∀ωa > 0,∃τa > 0 :
τ ∈ (0, τa) =⇒ σ¯(∆(ω)) < εa, ∀ω ∈ [0, ωa),
(31)
moreover, since |δ(ω)| is bounded in (0, 1), then also
σ¯(∆(ω)) ≤ ‖∆‖∞ ≤ 1, ∀ω ∈ [0,+∞). (32)
Proof of item 1. Well-posedness easily follows taking
into account that F0(s) = I +∆(s) is strictly proper. As
for stability, first note that unstable poles in (29) can only
be due to the term (I −∆Qyµ)−1, since the other factors
are either parts of Q (which is the closed loop between P
and C¯, and then is well-posed and asymptotically stable by
Assumption 1) or ∆ (which has only poles in −τ−1 by
(28b) and (28c)). The term (I −∆Qyµ)−1, can be seen as
the feedback between the two stable systems characterized
by ∆ and Qyµ; hence, the stability of this feedback loop
can be guaranteed by the small gain theorem after showing
that for small enough τ > 0 it holds that
∃α ∈ (0, 1) : σ¯(∆(ω))σ¯(Qyµ(ω)) ≤ α, ∀ω ≥ 0. (33)
In order to prove (33), note that
lim
s→∞






= (I − D˜uc˜D˜yu)−1D˜uc˜D˜yu, (34b)






∃ω1 : σ¯(∆(ω))σ¯(Qyu(ω)) < α, ∀ω ≥ ω1. (35)
Moreover, the stability of Qyu(s) implies that
σ¯(Qyu(ω)) ≤ ‖Qyu‖∞ , ∀ω ≤ ω1,
and (31) implies that
∃τ1 > 0 : |δ(ω)| < α ‖Qyu‖−1∞ , ∀ω ∈ [0, ω1],∀τ ∈ (0, τ1),
which together imply
σ¯(∆(ω))σ¯(Qyu(ω)) < α, ∀ω ≤ ω1. (36)
Hence, (35) and (36) prove (33); by the small gain theorem,
(33) and the stability of Q and ∆ imply the stability of
(I−∆Qyµ)−1; in turn, this proves that there are no unstable
poles in (29), and then the stability of Wˆ .
Proof of item 2. As for performance deterioration, note
that from (29) it is easy to see that the mismatch between
the cases ∆ = 0 and ∆ 6= 0 (namely, between the transfer
matrices W = Qzη of W and Wˆ of Wˆ) is given by
∆W :=W − Wˆ = Qzµ(I −∆Qyµ)−1∆Qyη. (37)
Measuring the performance deterioration by the H∞ norm of
∆W , and taking into account that (33) holds for τ ∈ (0, τ1),
it follows that, for each ω,
σ¯(∆W (ω)) ≤ σ¯(Qzµ(ω))(1− α)−1σ¯(∆(ω))σ¯(Qyη(ω))
≤ ‖Qzµ‖∞ (1− α)−1σ¯(∆(ω)) ‖Qyη‖∞ .
Hence, exploiting (31), it is possible to choose τ2 ∈ (0, τ1)
3Note that even for D˜yu 6= 0, relation (35) still holds if σ¯(D˜yu) is
sufficiently small. Since the rest of the proof of item 1 and the proof of
item 2 only require that (35) holds (and not that D˜yu = 0), these items
still hold in case of inexact cancellation of Dyu, that is if the value of Dyu
used in the definition of C does not coincide with the actual value in P .
sufficiently small that for any τ ∈ (0, τ2) it holds that
σ¯(∆(ω)) < ε(‖Qzµ‖∞ ‖Qyη‖∞)−1(1−α), ∀ω ∈ [0, ω¯],
and then the performance requirement for ω ∈ [0, ω¯] is met.
Proof of item 3. Finally, D˜yu = 0 implies that
lim
s→+∞





(I − C˜rc˜(s)P˜yu(s))−1 = I,
lim
s→+∞
∆W (s) = D˜zu[D˜rc˜ D˜uc˜D˜yd]
= Dzu[Drc DucDyd],
so that under the additional condition (13) it holds that, for
any τ ∈ (0, τ1),
∃ω2 > 0 : σ¯(∆W (ω)) < ε, ∀ω ≥ ω2.
By item 2, for the given ω2 there exists a τ∗ ∈ (0, τ1) such
that hence, choosing τ ∈ (0, τ1) sufficiently small that
σ¯(∆(ω)) < ε(‖Qzµ‖∞ ‖Qyη‖∞)−1(1− α), ∀ω ∈ [0, ω2],
which together with the previous relation implies that the
performance requirement is met for all ω ∈ [0,+∞).
APPENDIX II
PROOF OF THEOREM 2.
Part a: u never exceeds the saturation bounds.







where R(δ0) and R(δ0) are defined in (22), and η is a
signal in Rm. We prove that the signal δ0 never exceeds the
saturation bounds, under the assumptions δ0(0) ∈ [−M,M ]
and δ1(0) ∈ [−R,R]. For simplicity, we consider the case of
(38) with δ0, δ1 ∈ R. The general case of (38) with δ0, δ1 ∈
R
m is a strightforward generalization of the following proof
to the parallel composition of systems (38) with δ0, δ1 ∈ R.
(i) By (22), δ0 must stay within the interval [−M1,M1].
For instance, for δ1 ∈ R and δ0 ≥M1, δ˙0 = satR(δ0)R(δ0)(δ1) =






0 (δ1) ≥ 0.
(ii) By (22), R(δ0) ∈ [0, R1] and R(δ0) ∈ [−R1, 0]. It
follows that δ˙0 respects the bounds [−R1, R1].






R(δ0) if δ1 > R(δ0)
δ˙1 if R(δ0) < δ1 < R(δ0)
d
dt





[ min{δ˙1, ddtR(δ0)},max{δ˙1, ddtR(δ0)}] if δ1 = R(δ0)
[min{δ˙1, ddtR(δ0)},max{δ˙1, ddtR(δ0)}] if δ1 = R(δ0)(40)
We consider three cases.


























































(δ1) = R(δ0), by δ1 ≥ R(δ0) of case (iiia),
and R(δ0) =
√












R(δ0) ∈ [−C1, 0]. (44)
for δ1 ≥ R(δ0).
(iiib) For R(δ0) < δ1 < R(δ0), we have that δ¨0 = δ˙1 =
satC(η). Note also that
δ˙1 ∈ [−C1, C1] (45)
for any given η and for any given δ1.
(iiic) By a similar argument to (iiia), we have
d
dt
R(δ0) ∈ [0, C1] (46)
for δ1 ≤ R(δ0).
By the characterization of δ¨0 in (39) and (40) and from
the results in (44), (45) and (46), it follows that δ¨0 lies in
[−C1, C1].
Part b: if yc(t) = satM (yc(t)) and y(1)c (t) = satR(y(1)c (t))
and y(2)c (t) = satC(y(2)c (t)), for all t, then δ0(t) = yc(t),
for all t.
For simplicity, we consider only the case of δ0, δ1 ∈
R. The generalization to δ0, δ1 ∈ Rm is straightforward.
Under the assumptions (i) yc(t) always respects the satu-
ration bounds and (ii) δ0(0) = satM (yc(0)) and δ1(0) =
satR(y
(1)
c (0)), xaw(0) = 0. We show that δ0(t) = yc(t) for
all t is a solution; then, since the right hand side of (21b)-
(21c) is Lipschitz, this is the unique solution under the stated
conditions.
By (i) and (ii), δ˙1(t) = y(2)c (t), for all t. Therefore δ1(t) =
y
(1)
c (t), for all t. For each δ0 such that δ1 ∈ [R(δ0), R(δ0)],
the equation δ˙0 = satR(δ0)R(δ0)(δ1) can be written as δ˙0 = δ1 By
(i) and (ii), it follows that δ˙0(t) = y(1)c (t), for all t, that is
δ0(t) = yc(t), for all t.
For completing the proof, we have to show that assumption
(i) guarantees y(1)c (t) ∈ [R(yc(t)), R(yc(t))] for all t. Sup-
pose y(1)c (t1) > R(yc(t1)), for some t1, but y(1)c (t) < R1,









Consider now a signal yc with initial conditions, at time t1,
defined by y(1)c (t1) and yc(t1), that is
y(1)c (t1) =
√
2C1(M1 − yc(t1)) + ε1






where ε1 and ε2 are small quantities in R>0 and R≥0,
respectively, and such that y(1)c (t1) ≤ R1 and yc(t1) ≤M1.
yc respects the bounds on curvature and has initial conditions
defined in (48), therefore




where the right-hand side of (49) is obtained by considering
a trajectory with initial conditions in y(1)c (t1) and yc(t1) and
constant curvature at −C1. By replacing the right-hand side
of (48) in (49), we have




































that is greater than M1, contradicting (i). A similar argument
can be developed for the case y(1)c (t1) < R(yc(t1)).
Part c: item 1.
Since u = satM (δ0) and δ¨0 = satC(y(2)c + v1), item 1
follows from the fact that if xaw(0) = 0, δaw,0(0) =
δ0(0) − yc(0) = 0 and δaw,1(0) = δ1(0) − y(1)c (0) = 0,
whenever yc(t) = satM (yc(t)), y(1)c (t) = satR(y(1)c (t)) and
y
(2)
c (t) = satC(y
(2)
c (t)) for all t. Therefore, the second
subsystem (25b), whose origin is stable by assumption, stays
at zero and its output zaw, which coincides with z − zℓ, is
identically zero.
Part d: item 2.
As for item 2, this follows from the cascade representation
(25), forward completeness and the stabilizing assumption on
v1.
